MS HE HAʻUPU ALOHA COSTUMES 2015

6th: Hōkūleʻa Hula/Hawaiʻiʻs Pride
Boys: Blue aloha shirts/khaki shorts
Girls: Solid blue (any shade) dress, must cover knees
All: Plumeria lei (to be made by students at school)

7th: Hōkūleʻa, Star of Gladness
Boys: White collared shirts/black shorts
Girls: White dresses or white blouse and skirt (must cover knees)
All: Ti leaf lei (to be made by students at school)

8th: ʻĀina Kūpuna/Raiatea
Boys: Colorful aloha print shirt/ black shorts
Girls: Colorful aloha print dress or muʻumuʻu, plumeria rosette
All: Black kukui lei (supplied by the middle school)